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Some faculty left out of nomination voting

Fairness of presidential selection process questioned again
By Robert Drueck hammer
Daily suitl writer

SJSU administrative and support staff
members have until Sept. 23 to vote for a
representative to sit on the presidential
selection advisory committee, but not everyone is happy with the nomination process.
The committee, which will give recommendations to the Board of Trustees on who
to hire as a new president for SJSU, will
have one representative from administration
and support staff members.
Current SJSU President Gail Fullerton
will retire at the end of this month.
As pan of the election, a ballot was sent
to all administrative and support staff mem-

hers that are not part of a faculty union.
The ballot contains 19 names, all of
whom were nominated by other administrative and support staff members, said Human
Resources Manager Celeste Kiuigawa.
Kitagawa, who is helping to coordinate
the election, said that ballots must be turned
in by 5 p.m. on Monday. She expects a winner to be announced on Tuesday or
Wednesday.
But all is not rosy with the elections.
Marcia Holstrom, a secretary in the center of
economic education, said that she has been
misled about the nomination process.
She claims to have written Munitz a letter
two months ago stating that she would like
to be on the presidential wic,!iiiri advisory

committee.
And while she said she got a letter back
from Munitz telling her about the process,
she claimed that she never heard anything
else.
"I looked on bulletin boards every day
for announcements on how to nominate
someone, and I never saw anything. I’m a
secretary in two departments, and I sec a lot
of mail; mail for the department, mail for
my bosses .... I never saw anything written
about nominations. It makes me so upset,"
Holstrom said.
"I am a graduate student, a teaching
assistant, a secretary and a San Jose resident. I feel I am the best person qualified for
the position, hut I think the people on the

ballot are there only because their names are
widely known," Holstrom added.
But Kitagawa says that all faculty members should have heard about the nominations.
Nomination forms were sent to all vice
presidents, deans, directors and administrative heads.
These individuals then distributed the
forms to administrative and support staff
members in their department.
In order to be nominated, a staff member
needed five signatures on the nomination
form.
Other representatives on the committee
will be one trustee, one student, one alumni.
one advisory board member and three facul-
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Robb Kluba, sophomore business major, ducks a ball
hurled by pitcher Sandy Silman. Silman, a sophomore

Five new A.S. members
join ranks, one more
position remains vacant
Daily tuff report

The Associated Students board
positions left vacant since the end of
last semester, are almost full.
There are four new directors on
AS.: Emmanuel Comeille, academic affairs; Donald Cecil, communications; Ken Dods, sponsored services and Yogi Chugh, student
affairs.
All of the appointments arc new
to the board except for Chugh who
has been on several committees and
been very active in student government.
According to Dods, "It was a
good opportunity to get involved in
the presidential search."

SU Board chosen
They have also chosen representatives for the Student Union Board
of Directors on AS.: Mark Young
and Blair Whitney, business manager for KSJS.
The last director position for
environmental affairs will be filled
after next week’s vote on the job
description.
Environmental affairs will work
with student organizations and the
University with changes effecting
the environment.
One project will be the closure of
San Carlos during winter break.
Duties for the director of environmental affairs were determined
by an ad hoc committee that was
formed at last week’s meeting.
A.S. is also working to find people to fill the positions of the judiciary branch of A.S.
"I think we need to work to fill
an important pail of the A.S.

board," said Jon Fleischman,
director of students rights and
responsibilities.
This part of the A.S. hasn’t been
treated as an equal branch and it has
just faded out.
They need to make an identity,"
said Fleischman. "They need to
reawaken a whole process."
The judiciary branch has quite a
bit of work to do for A.S.
All justices must be familiar with
Robert’s Rules of Order as well as
the A.S. bylaws.

Checks and balances
They arc there as a checks and
balances system for the A.S. board,
and without them it is possible that
hoard members could make onesided decisions.
This will also give students a
neutral place to go with complaints
regarding hoard decisions.
Amending policies and bylaws
are also an important part of their
job.
Many procedures are out of date
including the election procedure.
Fleischman said.
In the past the judiciary branch
has been composed of four students
and two faculty members, but there
was not a stipend for them.
All other branches of the hoard
receive stipends and Fleischman
feels it is unfair that an equally
important part doesn’t.
An ad hoc committee has been
set up to determine if and how much
they should receive.
Fleischman is confident that
within two months there will he a
judiciary branch chosen and work
ing.

Legionnaire’s
causes concern
over ventilation
Daily staff wnter
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Air vents
breed fear
on campus
ltv Deborah Kerr
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ty representatives.
According to university policy, these
other committee representatives do not need
to be elected.
The faculty members on the committee
will be the chair, vice chair and immediate
past chair of the Academic Senate, and the
student representative will be appointed by
the Associated Students. No guidelines have
been set down on how the other committee
members will be appointed.
To help students, staff and faculty members understand the presidential selection
process, CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz will
be holding a forum at 2 p.m. in the engineering auditorium; room 189 in the engineering
building.

photographer

civil -engineering major, and Kluba play an informal
game of baseball near Joe %N..st hall on Thursday.

Maintenance of ventilation systems at SJSU has suffered from budget cuts that’s evident to some at
SJSU who have looked up lately and
spotted ceiling vents caked with
grimy dustballs virtually dripping
through the grates.
of
outbreak
With
the
Legionnaire’s disease at the
Richmond Social Security Building,
those dirty vents look a lot more
threatening to SJSU faculty and
staff, according to Judy Reynolds,
head librarian for library instruction
and education at Clark Library.
Legionnaire’s disease is caused
by a bacteria called Legionclla
which forms in warm, dark, moist
environments and in standing water.
According to Dr. Robert J. Latta,
associate director of SJSU student
health services, when inhaled, the
bacteria can lead to respiratory ad -

III See related story, Page 3
ments. If untreated, these ailments
grow into serious and often fatal
cases of pneumonia.
That’s what worries Reynolds,
who also serves as the health and
safety officer for the Campus
Faculty Association.
According to Reynolds. her fifthfloor office right next to the
women’s restroom is often overcome with swamp -like and bathroom odors coming through her
vent.
Reynolds said became alarmed
about the safety of campus ventilation systems when she read a May 8
article in the Spartan Daily which
said, in order to meet 1991-92 budget cuts, campus facilities planned
to change ventilation filters once a
year instead of twice a year.
Concerned for faculty and student safety, Reynolds fired off a letter to Hank Hendrickson, director of
facilities, development and operation, telling him not to jeopardize
the health of SJSU employees and
students in his efforts to meet the

See

VENTS, Page 3

Angry partier damages Sigma Nu
By Traci Deguchi
Daily staff writer

Last Friday the Sigma Nu house floor party
ended in a yelling confrontation with Job Corps
members and a broken bedroom window at the
Fraternity house on 155 S. 11th St., according to a
University Police Dejx.rtment log report.
According to 20 year-old Sigma Nu member
David Liebenberg, it was approximately midnight
when members refused to let in an unidentified
male to the party. When he started walking away.
Liebenberg said that the man began yelling angry
remarks at Sigma Nu members.
Three other men who were passing by the
house joined in the ruckus, defending the man
who had been rejected. After the group of four

men proceeded down the sidewalk, they appeared
a few minutes later, continuing the verbal tight.
Licbenberg, who had been standing at the front
door of Sigma Nu, watched the group walk up to
the front of the fraternity house and began a faceto-face confrontation with the annoyed members.
"They were right in each other’s faces," he
said. "It was getting really bad."
At one point, a member from the group
retrieved a large rock, held it up. and started
yelling and shaking the rock in a threatening
manner towards fraternity members. Liebenberg
said that the man put down the large rock after
Liebenberg convinced him to stop arguing. The
group then left.
Minutes later an object (the UPD report identified the object as a rock) was thrown at a second

Custom commute
routes available
By Kim Carter
Daily staff writer

The environmental resource center has
put together a transportation alternative to
help SJSU students beat the parking blues.
Not only is this program good for the
environment hut it will save students time
and money.
The program is called Al Trans. The program is set up
tor students who are interested in taking public transporta
lion hut don’t know how to go about it. The environmental
resource center’s stall will map out a wide on public transportation, including bus, rail and bike routes, providing stu
dents with appropriate maps and other information.
The Al ’Frans staff can give infomiation about all transit
systems in the Bay Area including all nine counties.
Stephen Shunk, director of the environmental resource
,Toter, said that every student pays for the service as funding ionic.; from the Associated Students.
ho only cost to students arc the daily fees needed to
See ALTRANS, rage 3
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floor bedroom window breaking it. In a late
August incident, the same window was damaged
by a padlock, also thrown through the window.
President of Sigma Nu, Joel Willhelm, was
asleep when the window broke, but the incident
has left him concerned about relations with his
neighbors, the Job Corps.
"I heard the commotion and guys talking in
the house," Willhelm said. "This is the second
time this is happened."
Job Corps community relations spokesman
Richard Martinez wasn’t aware of the incident
and believes the Job Corps had no involvement.
"I’m skeptical since there was no follow up
done to the incident." he said. "If there wasn’t
any other complaints filed, that leave a lot of
questions to be answered."

Chancellor to
hold open
forum today
New California State University
Chancellor Barry Munitz will be
on campus today to get to know
SJSU faculty, staff, students and
members of the community.
The open forum in Engineenng
184 from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m, during which Munitz will take questions or comments from the audience. Anyone interested is invited
to attend.
A breakfast meeting will be
held this morning in the University
Club from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. The
cost per person is $7.60.
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Pete Borello
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THE

are also forced to attend school. It’s the
law.
But there is no law that makes college
mandatory. College is something a
person should want to enroll in for the
purpose of bettering oneself. If it is used
purely to satisfy someone else or to
escape the hours of a nine to five job,
then it is being abused.
There are too many people out there
who would practically die for the
opportunity to become college students,
if they could. Some will never get a
chance to apply while others may not
have been accepted because someone
going through the motions was taken
instead.
Such students should think about that
the next time they decide to disturb
others in the classroom with their
meaningless chatter.
If you’re bored by the lecture and
can’t sit an hour without socializing, stay
home. Other students may actually want
to get something out of what the
professor says.
I can’t wait to see how far these
alleged students get when they actually
graduate. Let’s see how long they can
keep a job when they constantly boast
about their encounters at the local bar
after work, or comment on how the boss
looks like a dork in his new suit.
It’s pretty difficult to retain
employment when you’re all talk and
just go through the motions.
Unless, of course, you’re a politician.
Pete Boren is a Daily staff writer.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Castle watchdogs
Ed i tor,
Some years ago, one of your reporters
wrote that our UPD had hired "bilingual
dogs" because the imported German
shepherds followed orders shouted at
them in German, like "Fub" for "heel,"
and "Kusch dich!" for "down." (That
was actually meant to keep the students
from giving orders of their own to these
sweet pets.)
It reminded me of an incident that
happened in Los Gatos. When my wife
called her little dog with, "Allez, viens!,"
a lady who overheard it exclaimed
ecstatically, "Oh my! Your dog speaks
French!"
On the front page of Monday’s issue
of the Spartan Daily, the "noble" lineage
of a German dog came out as "from the
Golden Castle." It is customary in
Europe to give pure-breds names resembling those of men or women of nobility
who generally owned an estate they
were themselves named after. Hence the
English "of," the French "de," and the
German "von." But "Argusschloss" has
nothing to do with gold. (In your spelling
an "s" is missing, by the way.) And
"schloss" is castle, not school.
Argus (Gr. Argos) was a monster with
I(X) eyes, 50 of which were always open.

Argus was slain by Hermes, and the eyes
were then transferred to the peacock’s
tail by Hera, the wife of Zcus. Argus was
also the name of Ulysses’ dog, who recognized his master after an absence of 20
years.
In my favorite language, "Argus.
eyed" as used by Chaucer means
"ever watchful and alert."
It therefore follows that the German
breeders, who name their dogs "von
Argusschloss" (i.e. "from Argus’ Castle"
or "of Argus Castle"), are raising watchdogs with an eye on you or for the
police.
Conrad Borovski
Professor of German

Cats and global issues
Editor,
I read with incredulity Crista Hardie’s
article, "Forget kids, adopt cats instead,"
in the Sept. 16 issue of the Spartan Daily.
While on a global scale, there are certainly more important issues, on a personal scale her thoughts were portentous.
I’d like to suggest she seriously consider
the egg pas, but only in limited quantities.
Robert Milnes
Chair, Department of Art and
Design

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily devotes page two
Monday through Friday to opinions from
the Daily staff and community. Students,
staff, faculty are welcome to contribute
opinions.
Turn letters and opinions to Letters to
the Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Submissions may also be mailed to
the Forum Editor. the Spartan Daily,

department of mass communications,
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA.,
95192-0149.
When submitting articles, please
include: your name, phone number,
address, class standing and major (if a
student).
The editor appreciates typed or laserprinted articles and loves it when articles
are submitted on a 3.5 -inch disc with
Microsoft Word.

NEWS Room (408) 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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Disruptive students
inconsiderate of others
seem to be a few in
There
almost every class. You
know, those students going
through the motions.
They don’t want to be at
SJSU or any other learning institution,
for that matter. Maybe their parents
encouraged them to attend college, or
they just want to put off facing the real
world for four or five years.
The problem I have with these
students is that they can be disruptive to
those of us who actually attend school
for an education. They treat class as a
social event because they have no
interest in what is being lectured to them
by the professor.
They will sit in back and talk to
another member of this club about how
much beer they put away in a 12-hour
period or comment on the professor’s
plaid pants.
This chatter may be fun to these socalled students, but it’s annoying to the
people sitting around them. Try taking
lecture notes with these jokers sitting
behind you.
I was in one upper division class last
semester whex two guys were being so
loud and obnoxious during the lecture
that the professor told them to leave the
room. They gathered their belongings
and walked out with their heads held low
and their faces flushed red. I loved it.
This sort of thing is very reminiscent
of high school, isn’t it? But high school
students have an excuse for their
behavior. Beside the point that they are
less mature than college students, they
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TO RECYCLE.

Raul Dominguez

CAMPUS VIEWPOINT

Faculty for presidential quality
San Jose State University is looking for
a new president to lead it into the next
century. Under the current procedures, the
campus community may have little influence on the selection process if it does not
speak out. Believing in the need for a
leader in whose experience and abilities
we all can have confidence, we would like
you to consider the following:
1) SJSU is not simply one more CSU
campus, the next in line for a president. It
is a flagship campus, the third largest in
the system, and the chief supplier of the
engineers, managers and other personnel
who operate both the private and public
sectors of the Silicon Valley.
2) In addition to its critical location,
SJSU embraces a large and demanding
collection of colleges, ones whose individual natures and contributions must be
respected.
3) Our next president must be able
immediately both to rally the support of
the campus community and to be a leader
in the community at-large. The latter is as
vital as the former if SJSU is to reverse

the current spiral of declining support.
4) With such a large and diverse campus, in such a sensitive location, at such a
critical moment in its history, we cannot
afford the luxury of on-the-job-training.
We need a proven quantity, an experienced successor to Gail Fullerton, who
can hit the ground running. Such a person
would also have a verifiable record on
collegiality and Oared governance.
With the above in mind, we hope that
you will join us in recommending to the
trustees the selection of a replacement
who has already served as president of
another large and comprehensive institution. We believe that only such a person
can have the stature and experience to
provide the direction that SJSU needs at
such a critical moment in its history.
The most important and potentially
influential figures in the selection process
arc the silent majority of faculty those
who teach their classes, do their research
and refrain from campus politics. If you
remain silent and uninvolved, you will
leave to others a decision which may well

shape the remainder of your professional
careers. On the other hand, should you
decide to use the power that could be
yours, you can begin by expressing your
views to our new chancellor today in
Engineering 189 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
And you can join us in encouraging
campus and community voices to fight for
an experienced president. We believe that
our campus’ needs are too great to accept
any but the most qualified candidate available. Call or write us if you want to help.
Cathy Blecki, professor of English
Scott Rice, professor of English
Gene Bernardini, professor of
humanities
Dave Elliott, chair/professor of
communications studies
George Moore, professor of’
humanities
James Stull, professor of marketing
Jean Beard, professor of biological
sciences
Marian Robinson, professor of English
Dave Grey, profes.sor of journalism
and mass communications
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Truck drivers rattle student’s nerves
by admissions and
Walking
records on my way to
class last week, in my
usual Monday morning
daze, I was trying to think
of creative ways to manipulate the day’s
schedule to include all of the things I
didn’t have time for over the weekend.
An English essay, a chapter of
American Law, finding time to get my
car’s transmission fluid checked and
ordering a cake for my sister’s bridal
shower were some of the thoughts
whizzing through my mind.
Then, WHAM! I was abruptly brought
out of my daze. A speeding truck nearly
smashed into me. As I looked up to share
a few choice words with the driver, I was
shocked to find he was mad at me for
being in his way.
This is a campus, not a freeway. I
wasn’t crossing a driveway or walking on

any of the streets surrounding SJSU. I was
walking through the inner part of campus
where I have yet to see a speed limit sign,
traffic signals, double yellow lines painted
on the asphalt, or any of the other things
that would indicate an expressway.
It is too bad that the aforementioned
are not a part of SJSU’s inner campus;
people might be better prepared for the
raceway that awaits them when they try to
get from one class to another.
Students, faculty and staff have to
battle speeding cars all around the
campus. There is no reason why we
should be subjected to them while trying
to get around campus.
I have witnessed trucks trying to drive
through a hoard of people in front of the
Student Union. honking for people to
move. If this vehicle were an ambulance
trying to get to an emergency. I would
have excused it. It wasn’t. It was a truck
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SUSAN BROWN, features editor

ROBERT W. SCORLE, production editor
GEORGE N. ORTIZ, photo editor
JEANETTE GUCKSMAN, chief photographer

JIM JOHNSON, sports editor
COREY TRLSIDDER, assistant news editor
LAURA DIMASCIO, copy chief

with nothing in the back to indicate it
might have a legitimate reason for driving
where people have the right of way.
Construction being done on university
grounds is a legitimate reason for the
trucks to be on campus, but specific times
and better guidelines for truck drivers
need be enforced. Most of all, truck
drivers need to be more courteous to the
thousands of pedestrians, for whom this
campus was designed.
Students should not be bullied by truck
drivers in a hurry to get somewhere.
Students have the right of way; after all,
they are the reason SJSU is here. Paying
increasing tuition costs every semester
gives students the right to get to class
without having to fear for their lives.

Darcie Johnson is a Daily staff writer.
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PlIVSIC-S CLUB: Ultra Hip general
!fleeting. SCI 219, 11:30 a.m., call 9245239.
VOICE: Pir.ra Night I. Round Table
Pirra, 1125 Bascom Ave., 6 p.m., call
971 4642 or 926 6322.
PUBLIC FORUM: With CSU
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Guide
Chancellor Dr. Barry Munk’, Topis
Presidential Search, Engineering
Auditorium, Room 189, 2 p.m,
students/faculty welcome.
PHI KAPPA Pill: Welsome Bat. k
BRQ, Barbesme Pits, II am., call 2622125.
ASLS INTRAMURAL SPORTS:
Deadline for Intramural Football sign
up, pick up rosters in Student Ac to. ities

Sparta6ulde Is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms
are available at the Spartan Daily, WIN 104. limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
office (old cafeteria bldg.), call 9245956.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Pins night,
730 p.m., Stuff Pins (F1 IISC(1171 &
Campbell Ave I, come by BC2118.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Interviewing for the
foreignborn, 1:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room, call 923 NI

SJSU THEATRE ARTS: Open
auditions for Drama 117 Studio
Theatre productions, 12:30 p.m.,
Studio Theatre, UGH.

Saivw22

KSJS: Bowl -a-thon 4:00 p.m.,
Saratoga I.anes (Saratoga Ave.), call

VENTS: Maintenance cut back on systems
From Front Page

Three of the buildings whose ducts were
most recently cleaned include the student
budget.
.health building, Wahlquist Library and the
"I got no response to the letter when I business classrooms, he said.
sent it to Hank Hendrickson," Reynolds . Reynolds, however, said she was still not
said. "I complained that I received no convinced that the ventilation systems were
response, so then I got a call from ... the being checked and cleaned frequently
assistant executive vice president from facil- enough.
ities (Mo Qayoumi). He told me that they
"In my office, there’s black all over the
had no regular schedule for changing the fil- air (grates). I don’t see people changing
ters." Hendrickson said Thursday that the these filters," she said. "When is (cleaning)
Spartan Daily had it wrong.
necessary? Who defines this?"
"What she’s looking at are the grates,"
"On smaller (heat, ventilation and air
conditioning) systems, we change filters Hendrickson responded. "Faculty need to
once a month, and inspect them for standing ask their custodial staff to clean them. The
water, et cetera," Hendrickson said. "On filters take place at the units themselves."
Hendnckson also said dirty grates do not
medium systems, we change the filters
twice a year because larger filters need necessarily mean dirty ventilation systems.
While SJSU checks the ventilation syschanging less.
On large systems, for example the engi- tems in its large buildings once a year, the
neering building, we change those filters 500,000-plus square foot Richmond Social
Security building in which Legionclla bacteannually.
"We’ve cleaned all the ducts in eight ria were discovered last Thursday, the ventibuildings around campus," he continued. lation system was checked every month,
"We use a huge vacuum cleaner and a according to Eddie Cooksey, deputy public
brush."
affairs officer for the San Francisco region

of Social Security.
"The ventilation system (at the
Richmond* Social Security office) received
regular monthly maintenance," he said.
"It was completely drained once a year
and that was according to the government
safety regulations that were in existence
which were based on the industry standards
for cleaning that type of system," Cooksey
said.
According to Dr. Latta, Legionairre’s
outbreaks are very rare and, to his knowledge, there are no documented cases of
Legionairre’s disease occurring anywhere
on campus.
Legionnaire’s is considered an epidemic
disease, which usually causes 15 percent
mortality of those hospitalized with
Legionairre’s pneumonia, or a 50 percent
mortality rate for those who already have
existing medical problems, according to
medical journals.
The most common breeding ground for
Legionella is in ventilation systems of hospitals and hotels.

’Good cholesterol’
could help arteries
BERKELEY
(AP)
Researchers say human genes for
"good cholesterol" transplanted into
a breed of mice prone to heart disease made the rodents highly resistant to the malady.
The University of California at
Berkeley study supports the theory
that atherosclerosis, the disease that
blocks the arteries of the heart with
fatty deposits, stems largely from
imbalances between so-called good
cholesterol and bad cholesterol in
the blood, not simply from the total
amount of cholesterol, experts said.
The research was announced
Wednesday.
"It’s an important advance and
an exciting observation," said Dr.
Richard Havel, director of the
Cardiovascular Research Institute at
UC-San Francisco.

Dr. Edward Rubin, a medical
doctor and molecular biologist who
headed the research team at
Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, said it is the first direct
evidence that high-density lipoproteins, the good form of cholesterol,
actually retard the growth of sclerotic deposits that can clog arteries.
The team used a breed of mice
that have a genetic defect that limits
the amount of a protein called
apolipoprotcin Al, or ApoA-I.
The protein is a key component
of the good cholesterol. As a result,
breed is highly prone to atherosclerosis.
The experiment allowed the scientists to compare two groups of
mice, one in which the new gene
was transplanted and one left alone.
The only metabolic difference
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

924-4561.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: Sunday Masses,
60) p.m., Campus Christian Center
Chapel, call 298 0204.

/10/1/9/4’723
CAREER PLANNING k

PLACEMENT: Co op Orientation,
1:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Rtxmi. On
campus interview orientation, 12.30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room; Career
resource center tour, 1:30 p.m., BC13,
call 924,6033.
SJSU THEATRE ARTS: Artistic
director of ACT, Benny Ambush, will
speak on multi cultural theatre, 1230
p.m., Studio Theatre, HG/I.

Legionnaire’s disease can be fatal;
symptoms similar to common flu
Legionnaire’s disease, caused
by the Legionella bacteria, takes
approximately three weeks to
incubate and is easily treated with
to
according
antibiotics,
Ilarrison’s Textbook of Medicine.
Initial symptoms resemble those
of influenza, including fever and
pain in the bones, joints and muscles.
In the most serious cases, those
which develop into pneumonia,
symptoms can be:
). A fever of 104 degrees or
higher
)0. Shaking chills
)0. A persistent, mucousy cough
which progresses to coughing up
blood
)0- Shortness of breath with

FREE

chest pain
)10. Generalized muscle aches
)10 Gastrointestinal symptoms
(in 25 percent of cases)
)10 Rapid heart rate
Sweating
)0. Extreme lethargy
Dr. Robert J. Latta said, in addition to these symptoms, he panicularly looks for a blue skin pallor
or blue lips because that tells him
the patient is not getting enough
oxygen and lung cells are filled
with fluid.
"Pneumonia is a serious illness," he said. "If somebody has a
significant respiratory illness,
then they need to see a doctor."
Deborah Kerr

STUFF!

between the two was the level of
high -density lipoproteins, the socalled good cholesterol.
"It was a simple experiment,"
Rubin said. "We just decided to see
what happened if we inserted a gene
for ApoA-I."
The scientists genetically transformed mice by injecting multiple
copies of the human gene into fertilized mouse eggs and then returned
the eggs to the womb to develop
normally. The genes were present,
and functional, in all the cells of
newborn mice.
The mice resulting from the
injected wombs showed retarded
development of the deposits that
clog arteries.
"This work suggests that, in
mice at least, HDL has a direct
effect," Rubin

Former radical bitter about losing
district in reapportionment, will run
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Assemblywoman Barbara Friedman getcd him because he has favored
Assemblyman Tom Hayden, of Los Angeles.
12 -year term limits for lawmakers
squeezed out of his home district by
Hayden said if the current pro- and limits on bills they can introproposed reapportionment plans, posed districts survive Gov. Pete duce each year.
said Thursday he lost when fellow Wilson’s expected veto and court
Assembly Speaker Willie
Democrats redrew lines because challenges, he will run in one of Brown, Li -San Francisco, who
"I’ve exhibited an unwillingness to four possible districts as "an inde- sponsored the reapportionment bills
on the Assembly floor, said he
sell my soul."
pendent, reform candidate."
Hayden, D-Santa Monica, said
"Tom Hayden running against regretted chopping up Hayden’s
district, but that he had no choice
he plans to run for re-election in an the system it’s got a comfortable
as -yet-undetermined district as a sound," said the former anti -war because the west side of Los
Angeles County has not kept pace
reform candidate critical of radical.
Hayden was sharply critical of with statewide populauon gains.
machine politics.
"One of the most difficult things
"The kind of issues I care about, the Assembly’s reapportionment
such as the environment, don’t have process, saying his district was one you do is tell a member there have
much standing when it comes to that was "pillaged in the dead of the been population shills, you’re probably not coming back," Brown said.
drawing up the spoils of power," he night."
"What you have is a case of conodd reporters. "...A maverick
doesn’t have as much clout as the sultants usurping the democratic
process," he said. "These maps
representative of the machine."
The proposed Assembly reap- could have been made public 30
portionment plans approved days ago, but they wouldn’t stand
Thursday would reduce the number the light of day."
"Even if they offer me a seat
of districts in Los Angeles’ West
Side and divide much of Hayden’s now, I would vote no as a protest of
district between two current the way the process has been conDemocrats, Asseinblyman Terry ducted," he added.
He said Democratic leaders tarFriedman of Sherman Oaks and

I ynn Benson Daily staff photographer
Students grab for free trial packs of goodies offered by the bookstore. The giveaway,
which included snacks and personal care items, ends today.

Europeans going ’Hog’ wild for Harley bikes
BERLIN (AP)
You can order
one, but it may take six months to get
here. You can rent one, but book way
ahead. You can buy an old one, but it
may cost as much as a new one.
Europe has gone a little hog wild
over
Harley-Davidson.
the
quintessenual American motorcycle,

the classic "Hog" with the Big Bob
tank.
The Milwaukee -based manufacturer is a bit baffled by the sudden
fascination among foreigners with
the big, had bike.
"We are totally hot right now. It’s
really amazing," said Catherine

Tenke of Harley’s international marketing departmenL
In 1988, the company peddled
9,400 Harleys overseas, about 16
percent of its total $400 million in
sales. Last year, it sold 16,000, nearly
30 percent of its 5600 million in
sales, she said.

HURRY!! TODAY ONLY!!!!

ALTRANS
From Front Page
take public transit. MU students
can purchase a semester pass for
$58. This pass can be used on all
public transit systems.
Students who choose to take
advantage of this service will receive
a free pass their first day on public
transit.
The Al Trans program began two
years ago. llowever, the program did
not start to pick up until last
semester after a combined promotional effort sponsored by the office
of traffic and parking along with the
ERC.
Before the Al Trans promotion,
studenis were mailed a parking permit application with no other park’

ing or transportation alternatives.
l.ast semester the office of traffic
and parking mailed Al Trans
brochures along with parking information to 30,(XX) students.
This fall semester approximately
3(X) students have taken advantage
of this program. The Associated
Students business office has sold
1,221 semester passes according to
Gcan Lenart, A.S. business administrator.
Al Trans has become so popular
that the ERC is having a difficult
time keeping up with program applications.
Students interested in the Al
Trans project can contact Brian
Agusta in the environmental
resource center, WSQ 115.

SICK OF
PARKING
YET?
I III RI

ILi

\\

\ \.‘,1\ I R!

Mirans, your alternative commute planning service, will
introduce you to hassle -free transportation solutions.
Plus, ’till September 20th you can return your
SJSU PARKING PERMIT for a FULL REFUND!!! ...
when you buy a County Transit Semester Pass.
Visit itiTrans in the Environmental Resource Center,
WSQ 115, or call 924-5467 for details.

AlTrans
YOUR Al.1FRNA I ’VI TRANSI‘Ole I A HON SOt UTION
s adhi b dm Still Ofice of ’fraVir and l’ar(pw

PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH
PUBLIC FORUM
With the California State University

Chancellor
Dr. Barry Munitz
WHEN:
WHERE:

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1991
AT 2:00-3:30 P.M.
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM
ROOM 189

STUDENTS AND FACULTY ARE
WELCOME
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Remembering Steinbeck
By Tony Marek
Daily stall

Crowded into a small, sunny
room on the sixth floor of Wahlquist
Library North, overlooking the
Tower Hall lawn, is one of SJSU’s
"best kept secrets," the Steinbeck
Research Center.
The center recently acquired a
new addition to its extensive collection of materials that records the life
and life’s work of a man who many
consider one of California’s most
important authors, John Steinbeck.
"With Steinbeck in the Sea of
Cortez," a new book that chronicles
a marine expedition made by
Steinbeck and E.F. "Doc" Ricketts
to Mexico’s Sea of Cortez in 1940,
was donated by the author. Audry
Lynch, this month.
The book parallels "Sea of
Cortez," an account of the trip coauthored by Steinbeck and Ricketts,
but it is told from the point of view
of one of the boat’s crew members,
"Sparky" Enea, as told to Audry
Lynch.
"It’s kind of a downstairs maid
type of tale," Lynch said. "Sparky
gives a new spin to Steinbeck’s
book."
Enea, now in his eighties, is one

of the few living contemporaries of
Steinbeck who can provide insights
and details into Steinbeck’s infamous "Cannery Row" days, according to Lynch.
"Cannery Row" is one of
Steinbeck’s more famous novels. It
is set in Monterey’s cannery district
in the 1930’s.
The book augments the center’s
seemingly overflowing holdings that
include all of Steinbeck’s published
works, autographed first editions,
scripts, correspondence, photographs and memorabilia pertaining to his life and career.
The center, founded by Martha
Heasley Cox, was born as a result of
a Steinbeck conference and film festival held at SJSU in 1971. At that
conference the 180 item core of
today’s collection was acquired. The
center was formally dedicated in
March, 1974.
Today the collection consists of
over 4000 items.
So what is Steinbeck’s relevance
to a SJSU student?
"He’s one of the most Important
California authors of the 20th century," says the center’s current director, Dr. Susan Shillinglaw.
As a California native and autbor
who wrote extensisely about the

land and people of central
California, Steinbeck’s work can
provide a real connection for students to their home, according to
Shillinglaw.
"Most of my students talk about
a sense of place when they read
Steinbeck," said Shillinglaw, who is
also an English professor at SJSU.
Steinbeck names that sense "westering," according to Shillinglaw,
who teaches a course on Steinbeck.
Jane L. Bator, a senior majoring
in English, talks of the connection
with California that reading
Steinbeck helped her make as an
immigrant to the state.
"He was sort of giving me some
kind of validation for living in this
land I had grown to love," Bator
said. "I think it was around that time
I really started to feel at home in
California."
Steinbeck was born in Salinas in
1902. He decided to write as a
sophomore in high school, but
didn’t publish much of note until
over 15 years later, according to
Shillinglaw.
As a young man, he worked as a
laborer in the Central Valley.
He attended Stanford between
1919 and 1925, entering when it
was still a free university. But he

never earned a degree, Shillinglaw
said.
Many people are unaware that
lived
in
Los
Steinbeck
Gatos.betwecn 1940 and 1943, she
said.
While living there he wrote "The
Grapes of Wrath" and most of "Of
Mice and Men." two of his most
well known novels. Steinbeck won
the Pulitzer prize for "The Grapes of
Wrath."
"He always lived in small
homes," according to Shillinglaw.
"When he moved to Los Gatos his
first house was 800 square feet with
a six by six foot study."
During Shillinglaw’s Steinbeck
course, which is taught in the spring
semester, students take a tour of
"Steinbeck country," including
Salinas, Pacific Grove, Monterey
and the Red Pony Ranch.
One of the upcoming events that
the center is planning is a Steinbeck
film festivalthat will take place over
the course of the school year.
The festival’s first feature, "Viva
Zapata," is scheduled for November
19th and 20th. "East of Eden." will
play on February 26th. Introductions
discussing the films will be held in
conjunction with the showings.

NOSE To THE GRIND

Inside the Steinbeck Center
available in various
)0 Books by John Steinbeck
editions including autographed presentation copies and
foreign language editions.
Steinbeck Contributions to Books and Periodicals
original editions of many anthologies containing
Steinbeck’s contributions as well as numenms
periodicals containing his stories, essays, articles and
serialized or condensed books.
)1- Manuscripts, Typescripts, Movie and Television
Scripts
0- Correspondence a small
Mt nther of original
letters and postcards are among the center’s holdings.
)0 Material related to the life and works of John
Steinbeck copies of virtually every book published
on Steinbeck and his work, articles, reviews and
commentaries. Scrapbooks containing clippings
relating to his work.
IA- Dissertations and Theses
Photographs
0. Oral Histories

Memorabilia

Hispanic fair to open
By Michael Ntonaghan
Daily staff writer

Handcrafted works of art will be
available for all to sec, as the
Machu Picchu Gallery of the
Americas hosts the third annual
Hispanic Heritage Air Fair and
Exhibit in downtown San lose this
weekend.
Included in this year’s fair will
be paintings, photographs, sculpture
and textiles from such artists as
Ernesto Urquidi and Lcovigildo
Martinez. Art from Mexico, Central
and South America will also be presented. This free exhibit is part of
San Jose’s Hispanic Heritage Week
Celebration and is open to all ages.
Machu Picchu Gallery of the
Americas, named for the Lost City
of the Incas in Peru, was founded in
1474 for preserving Latin and

indigenous American ail. Some of
the artwork being shown his weekend was acquired by the gallery’s
founder and director Olga Smith,
who frequently travels to Mexico
and South America in search of
local art for sale in the United
States.
"The world outside of Latin
America needs to see its (Latin
America’s) beauty in its crafts and
feel its desperate condition," Smith
stated in a press release. "Its art and
its cultures are part of human history and we must preserve them."
Machu Picchu Gallery of the
Americas is located on 42 South
First St., just three blocks from
campus. The exhibit will open Sept.
21 and 22, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information call 2801860.

$ FREE MONEY$
Leslie A. SaInnann Daily staff photographer

Rene Valencia (left) and John Mendoza (middle), both
senior mechanical engineering majors, watch Dick

!laugher, equipment technician, (right) demonstrate a
turning operation in the Engineering Metal Shop.

Hammer knocking down walls
FREMONT (AP)
Noise from rap singer
M.C. Hammer’s music
and dance rehearsal studio is so loud it drowns
out the sound of industrial
machinery next door.
Scott Hartford, owner
of Scott’s Turbo, which
sells and repairs turbo
chargers, is one of several
business owners in a
three-building industrial
complex fed up with the
pop star’s loud studio.
"My customers walk in
and say, ’You put up with
that all day long?"
Hartford said Wednesday.
"The group is very,
very loud," Dixie Ray, coowner of Engraving
Technology, said of
Bust
It
Hammer’s

Productions rehearsal studio.
"I have to go in my
bathroom to use the
phone to talk to customers. We’re bombarded
with noise. We had to
take our clock off the
wall. The vibrations
would knock it off."
Tenants said the police
have been called to the
complex at least three
times, but the noise seems
to have gotten louder in
the two months since they
stepped up complains.
Larondra Dison, a
spokeswoman for the
Oakland -based Bust It
Productions, said the
company had no comment on neighbors’ complaints. She said Hammer

and his troupe would be
Out of the area for three
weeks shooting a video.
The clamor has
prompted one lawsuit
from a neighboring business.
Gary Shapiro, owner
of a ceramics shop who
has been evicted from the
complex, on Sept. 3 filed
a complaint in small
claims court against
Hammer’s brother, Lewis
Burrell. who controls
Bust It, and a studio
employee.
The suit seeks $5,000
for loss of income, property damage, moving
expenses and punitive
damages.
Shapiro
declined to corn -

BETTER MONEY!
BETTER FUN!
BETTER HURRY!
Bennigans in Santa Clara is now hiring fun,
friendly people for part-time waitstaff
positions.
Applications accepted Mon -Fri 2-4 PM

ment on the suit, but other
tenants claim Curtis
threatened to withhold
rent unless Shapiro was
evicted.
Complex
owner
Gabriel Saia refused to
comment on the eviction.
But Saia said he too
has had it with the noise.
"I’ve told them time
after time to cut the damn
thing down," Saia said
"But it’s like trying to
negotiate for hostages in
Lebanon. The bottom line
is. they don’t have a boss
over there who can say, ’I
have
final
say.’
Everybody’s a bigshot."
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An international fraternitU is
offering a unique opportunity
to a chosen few!

Be a part of Phi Sigma Kappa!
Through our Cardinal Principles to Promote Brotherhood,
to Stimulate Scholarship and
to Develop Character
we want you to be the best scholar you can be, a good
citizen of the community and a good brother. We
want to be a part of your future!
Look for us on the San lose State campus!

&at%
4150 GREAT AMERICAN PKWY, SANTA CLARA
(40S) 748-0370

For more information, contact
Dir. of Fxpansion Lou Redenbaugh! 408/298-3500

For college students
up to $20,000 dollars a year
in Grants
No paybackNo one refused
1-800-444-7016
(9
1
ti ""
1201 S. Winchester Blvd. San Jose

"For Building Lasting Friendships...
Ws the happenin’ place to be!"

Sundays 11:00 am-College Class at Bethel Church
Wednesdays 7:00 pm -College Service at Bethel Church
For more information call:
Gary Alldrin-(’ollege Pastor Bethel Church
San Jose Sate University Campus Pastor)
246-6790

REALITY

Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals

Last minute term paper?
to work late?
COMA in anytime
count on us.
Need

r Valid
$ 2from OFF
MAC
Mid-night to 6 a.m

RENTAL

$2 on self service Maontott
computer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser prints. On
coupon per customer. Not valid with any nfhpi offer and only at this

location. Expires 9/20/91

kinkoss

the copy center

Lio S. Third St.

(Across from McDonald’s) 295-4311
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Hijacked plane lands
safely after false bomb
threat
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TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) - An unarmed
Tunisian who falsely claimed he had a
bomb commandeered an Alitalia jetliner
with 137 people aboard Thursday but was
arrested with a suspected accomplice when
the plane landed, the government said.
There were no injuries.
About half an hour into the Rome-toTunis flight, the hijacker seized a flight
attendant and took her to the cockpit,
where he threatened to blow up the plane
unless it flew to Algeria, said Tunisian
Interior Minister Abdallah Kallal.
The airport in Algiers refused landing
permission, and the pilot convinced the
hijacker to allow him to continue on to
Tunis, Alitalia said.
When the plane landed, it taxied to a
remote part of the airport and was surrounded by security forces. The hijacker
then agreed to allow all passengers to leave
the aircraft but held a flight attendant as
hostage, according to security officials.
Police claimed they wanted to check
whether all the passengers had left the
plane, and once aboard, swiftly overpowered the hijacker, officials said.
Kallal identified the Tunisian as Sadok

Hassen Bouchenak, 26. A second man
described by police as an accomplice was
not identified.
The minister provided no information
about Bouchenak’s motives. He said
Bouchcnak’s friend had spent the previous
night with him at a Rome hotel.
The hijacker carried a black bag over
his shoulder and claimed the bomb was
inside, according to a statement from
Alitalia. "Only on the ground, after the
intervention of the Tunisian police, was it
revealed that there was no bomb," it said.

Kuwait has lost 3
percent of its oil
reserves
KUWAIT CITY (AP) - Fires set by
Iraqi troops during their occupation of
Kuwait have destroyed at least 3 billion
barrels of the emirate’s reserves, the oil
minister was quoted as saying Thursday.
Hamoud al-Rquba also said he expected
the remaining 282 burning oil wells to be
extinguished earlier than the projected date
of next March.
He made his remarks during a visit
Wednesday to the Um-Qadir oil field south
of Kuwait City, where Kuwaiti firefighters
were extinguishing a well. His remarks

TODAY - Morning low clouds, clear by midday. High of
76. WEEKEND - Gradual cooling trend, fair nights, low clouds. Highs In mid-70s.

were carried by local papers.
0 Pentagon taking
Rquba was quoted as saying ’that out of
MIA photo seriously
Kuwait’s pre-war 100 billion barrels in
recoverable oil reserves, at least 3 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon
had been destroyed.
"The question is how much of the 100 said Thursday most of the pictures purportbillion barrels we will be able to recover," ed to show live American MIAs from the
Vietnam War are fakes, but at least one he said.
He said that the losses of the oil sector in color and in focus - is being taken serisince Iraq’s Aug. 2, 1990 invasion have ously.
It appears to show Army Capt. Donald
totaled $75 billion, including $43 billion in
lost oil.
G. Can, who has been missing for 20 years
Iraqi troops sabotaged and set fire to since the plane in which he was riding as
732 of the emirate’s oil wells before they ’an observer was shot down over Laos.
were forced out last February by U.S.-led Cart, the pilot, and the aircraft were never
forces, ending a seven -month occupation.
found.
"This is going to be right at the top of
our investigative list," said Carl Ford, actANC, Inkatha blame
ing assistant defense secretary for international security affairs.
each other for natal
The picture, which surfaced last sumattacks
mer, shows a smiling man whose resemblance to Carr, accounting for aging, is
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) readily apparent.
- The rival African National Congress
"Of all of the photographs we have
and Inkatha Freedom Party blamed each received, it is quite striking," said Ford,
other Thursday for two clashes in Natal who as has been the Pentagon’s point man
province that killed six people.
on the POW-MIA issue.
Another person was shot to death in a
Pentagon officials believe that the pictownship near Johannesburg, and 2,000 ture is no more than 18 months old, and
mourners cheered calls for an interim gov- search teams on the ground in Southeast
ernment and self-defense units at a funeral Asia were trying to determine the fate of
for 10 people killed in the chronic black Can.
factional fighting.
A number of other pictures supposedly
Leaders of the ANC and Inkatha, the showing Amencan MIAs also were circutwo largest black opposition groups, and lated last summer, but most of them were
the white -led government signed a peace grainy, black -and-whites with heavy shadpact Saturday that set codes of conduct for ows on the faces. In some the people are
political parties and secunty forces.
dressed strangely, and are holding signs
It was an unprecedented agreement with cryptic messages.
between the nation’s three major political
Ford said most of those pictures are
players, and was heralded as a possible fakes. Six of the photos came from the
first step toward multiparty talks on a new same source, and all but one have been
constitution to end white minority rule.
proved to have been hoaxes. They were
But at least 35 people have died in just ripped out of Soviet or Eastern Bloc
township violence since the signing, magazines and doctored, experts have said.
increasing to more than 150 the number
But one photo, showing three men holdkilled in a series of attacks and clashes that ing a sign, has not been conclusively
erupted Sept. K.
knocked down as a fabrication, Ford said.
Police said unidentified gunmen opened That’s only because that photo has not been
fire on a minibus carrying Inkatha support- found to have come from someplace else,
ers Wednesday night, killing three people like a magazine.
and wounding seven. In a second attack,
That picture became famous after three
three ANC supporters were killed and two families in California said the men shown
houses burned in Natal, police said.
in it were their missing loved ones, Air
"The ... slaughter of (Inkatha) support- Force Maj. Albro Lundy Jr., Navy Lt.
ers cannot continue," said Kim Hodgson, Cmdr. Larry Stevens, and Air Force Col.
John Leighton Robertson.
the group’s spokesman on violence.

Official in charge of
Boston Harbor cleanup
resigns
BOSTON (AP) - The head of the
agency charged with the court -ordered $6.1
billion cleanup of Boston Harbor said
Thursday he’ll resign early next year.
Paul Levy has headed the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority for four years.
It provides water and sewage services to
the Boston area and has drawn the ire of
residents because of a 31 percent rate
increase in July.
It was the first of three increases expected as the harbor cleanup proceeds with
construction of a sewage treatment plant
and other facilities.
Levy said he’s not quitting because of
the criticism, and defended his accomplishments.

NEWS Q uiz
Five correct - news stud.
Three to four - reads USA
Today. One to two - Where
have you been?

O

Where is the proposed stadium
building site?
) What did Riverside couple do to
get cruelty charges filed against them
on Sept. 9?
0 Brian Blades play drums for
which jazz trio that performed on
campus recently?
O For how long were calls in and out
of New York City blocked on Tuesday
due to a long distance outage?
(i) How many men campuswide have
decided to join fraternities this
semester? Bonus: How many fraternities are holding non-alcoholic rush?
ANSWERS
Between
Tasman Drive and
FUghway 237 near "Janke, Road The couple tied
Their dog to the hunger of Lbw car and drove .way to
ahandon ii The Mark
Whitfield In 0 Seven
hours 1W men have become pledgee of SISI: fm
urre tow Bonus Three housn aneroid in dry rush

Edited by Corey Tresidaler
From Associated Press Wire Services
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits. teeth cleaned and X
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY iirV your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 800655.3225
ARE YOU APPLYING TO GRADUATE
SCHOOLS The Princeton Review
Seeks Pre-law, Pre Business and
other prospective graduate students interested In taking e FREE
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
imam Call (4081 268-9674 to
make your reservation Call Today!
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & aciclot
phIlus) on hand now Special money
making/saving plan for let 5 sororities, frets or groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Viktor In S)1 211 or write; Plan 196.
PO. Boa 9, Sul. CA 95103 Phone
ace 2541441 Free yeast self-test.
OPEN BIBLE
put God to the test and see
how lord He is.
Honor your, father and mother,
that you may have e long. good life
‘kw must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
You must riot he
YoU must not be greedy
S Cha PO Box 160315
Cupertino. CA 95016

Oft.

EAT FR EEI 90 DAY ACTION PULE
Simple. effective System
Act now. Call 14151370.7513

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
cemisus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SAP for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE
NO HASSLE . NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 92
5586 SENTRA.
FOR SALE $2800
408 2688289
SEIZED CARL Mick.. boats.
4 wheelers, motomorries. by Fill.
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Crei 805 682 7555 Eat C 1255

GREEK
LATE NIGHT WITH WHO?
Get a grip guys.
David Letterman is a Sigma Chi.

HELP WANTED
HELP NEEDED In Los Gatos
home with two children ages 3 1/2
arc 1 1/2 Weekday child core with

iight housekeeping during flexible
hours Room, board and negotiable
salary. Call Carole or Ed 510-6584277 eves or 408-7484403 days.
ACCTO. FILE CLERK. PART-TIME
Detail oriented. 20 hour week.
$6 50 hour Velcon Filters, Inc
E 0 E. Call Personnel 4366525.
MARKETING/SALES P/T flexible.
Want self motivated Bus major to
worts closely w/ Pies of cornpany.
Real
business experience’’!
Grubble T’s 408 971-0599.
BE A MIDNIGHT MAGIC distributor.
Earn $5000 to $500000 a
month! Build your own business
selling lingerie front our catalogs
and videos We have top quality
Items, the best selection, and
excellent prices For sales packet,
Send $35.00 to Mk1n&M Magic,
13729 1/2 Foothill Blvd. Suite
0134, Sylmar, CA. 91342.
Or call (818) 362-4040.
DIRECTORS/TEACHERS NEEDED!
YMCA school age childcare
Flex hrs Nurturing environment
6 ECE units required.
Call Monica 2623740.
CNOMSTRY TECHNICIAN
Midwest Research institute. MRI.
a leading research organization. Is
seeking a parttime technician for
our new California operation
Responsibilities include sample
extraction. analysis. Sleek solution
preparation of chemicals, and data
entry Into Lotus Requirements
include high school diploma. 1-2
years college education, preferably
in Chemistry. and familiarity with
Lotus spreadsheet. Qualified
candidates please respond to
MRI. 625.8 Clyde Ave.. Mountain
View. CA 94043 or fax resumes to
4158947983 M/F /V /VI, (0 F,
a drug screening employer.
RECEPTIONIST/OFFIC( Asst PT,
MI 16 pm Xint phone, organ
izaton skills Lt typing Kling
W/P exp req $8/hr 295.3939
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS P/7
for elementary schools Degree
not required Call 408 2805088
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
home 2 sons. 10 yr/old and blind
4 yr/old 816 Ms Yrk Mondays,
other hrs vary Fikexible with a stu
Own trans , references
dent
$5 505, Cali Sue at 3566515
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 In 1
week Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE No
risk 18001 748-6817 a 50

COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff
needed at local residential facieties for young adults & adolescents
with autism & related disabilities.
Fulstirne and pant-time positions
mailable Start $6 00 $6.25 an
hour Call Sherry, 408 448.3953
SANDWICH SHOP HELP wanted.
Bascom/Camden Call
279-0610. Leave message
OWN A PORSCHE
We need help now! Our company
Is growing too fast PT/FT
No cop necessary 408 9868703
FUN BABYSITTER wanted for my
two children, ages 2 8. 4. In my
home. 10 minutes from school
Approximately 10-15 hrs. per wk
including Tues. & Thurs. 8.00 arn
1.00 pm (with flexibility). $400
an hr. Pls call Suzanne 978.5423.

PHONE:

Easy iightrali access SAFE
$395 mo Call 265.1936

LOST & FOUND

ROOMS FOR RENT in nice house,
near campus, available now
3178 Cranford -Mike 436-8272.

LOST SLACK GUCCI WALLET.
Please return all ID Cards to
Somouy, 466 Boynton Ave 0C4
San Jose. Or call 261-9337
REWARD Is ready for you

ROOMMATE
WANTED
Rent
$21250 2 bed / 2 bath share
room 148 E Williams, Gateway
Apts Contact’ Ben King 9714708

PERSONAL

2 IBDRM.-2 BATH
Free cable.
sewed parking. quiet Ideal for 4
students Pool table & pingpong
4111 & Wiliam 9470803

COMPUTERMATE. knk cost dating
service FREE brochure, PO. Boa
612112, S .1 CA 95161-2112.
*800 4239199 ’Agents Wanted’

2 BORM / 2 BATH APT. $770 820 a rno & 1 RcIrm/1 Oath apt..
$600 a rno 12 mo lease Walk or
ride bike to school 780S 11th
street Laundry facilities, security
bldg cable TV avail Remodeled,
very clean. Cali mgr. 288.9157

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE, a
monthly
publication
serving
entrepreneurs with ads & articles
Sample cosy $2 . year $12 PO Box
7010. Van Nuys, CA 914067010

AVAILABLE OCT. 1.. 2 bedroom,
1 bath Modern appliances Royal
POP SYSTEMS has job openings APIS 9th & Wiliam 971-0869
In high-tech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
merketIng
majors,
or
any
UK! NEW 1 BR APTS. Bright
senior
Call
graduating
& airy with AEA. OW, AC Gated
parking. intercom, laundry Two
(408) 944-0301 for interest In a
full-time or part time account roommates 0 It Rent 66851850
Also rent monthly parking only
executive position open
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER .297-4705
per. Applications accepted RAF
2 30-500 1235 Oaionead Pliwy.
Sunnyvale. 245.2911 Conveniently
ROOM FOR RENT $300. 1/2
located off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
util 2 bd/2 ba apt Walk to school
Emmy See you soon.
Avail now Call Karl 294-0671
BENNIGAN’S IN SANTA CLARA Is
now hiring fun. friendly. people for
part time waltataff positions
Applications accepted Mon Fri
2-4 pm 4150 Great America Pkwy.
Santa Clara (408) 7480378
Better Money.
Better Fun.
Better Hurry.
RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small Word Schools IS
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (612 units (CE
preferred) and 12 school age
pec/P E units o k I programs We
have both fulStIme and port time
positrons Flexible hours available
Our centers ire open 8am tog pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257 7326

TRAVEL
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester. year,
graduate. summer, and internship
programs in Perth. Townsville.
Sydney. and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520
Call 1.800-878-3696
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Cruiseships Students aiso need.
ed Christmas. Spring and Summer
for Arnusement Park employment
Call 805 682-7555 Ext. 1.1661

SERVICES

WORDPROCESSING,

LEARN TO FIYI
All shell, private throLgh
commercial. Special 1 hour,
introductory flight for 635(0. Call
limit (408) 723-3146 for details

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors.
ramiliar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty Free Well
check/stooge Low-cost editing
and graphics. Resumes and Other
services available
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 251-13449

REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
homes available at below market
value Fantastic swings! YoU
repair Also SM bailout prOPorties. Call 805 682-7555
Est 1+1513
WHEN ME BEST IS AU,
YOU NEED
Word processing Laser output
$1 90 pp and VD 2544565
Silicon Valley Word Processing
Berryessa/Evergreen

2 1110RM.2 BATH
Erse cable.
secured parking. quiet Ideal for 4
students Poo, table & pongee%
ate & Wiliam 947.0803.

ViRrT1110. RESEARCH SERVICES.
Al subjects Paper, thes,s deveiol>
mere, assistance Qualified writers Editing Resumes
Wm* guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley 14151 841 5036

WORD PROCESSING - Friendly
home typist using Word Perfect 8.
Laser printer Near Bollinger & De
Anna Blvd 12 years legal esperl.
ence Suzanne 448 5658
CAU, FAARCIA 286.9448 for word
processing with Word Perfect 5 1

arc HP Lase, II SPICIallze editing,
e g. grammar. sentence structure.
formatting (APA, Turablan MLA)
Can also edit your 5 1/4 disk in WP
5 0/5.1 or ASCII. Assistance with
all phases of thesis, term paper. &
resume preparation. ESL students
welcome VAllow Glen area
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APA
Turablan Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mali 2246395
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets Me best grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help Let this
Engilah teacher assist
you in improving your
G PA. Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE /73
-PE 14081 2957438
AAANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing..
Resumes, term papers, theses,
etc Grad & undergracl Available
days (eves & weekends by appt )
IBM Comp / Laser printer
Call Anna- 972.4992
AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing. Term pacers
orroorts, group papers resumes

924-3282
924-3277

letters, theses, laserprinter.
etc All formats plus APA,
SPalicheck, punctuation/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed.
Call PAM 247-2681. 8arn 8ore
for worry free professional
dependable service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION!
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports ARA Turabian
resumes. letters & more
Postscript Laserjet
Affordable, accurate, & fast’
Hours 8 30 am 7,00 prCall Evelyn 27043014
CALL UNDA TODAY
for espetienCed. professional
wordprocessing theses, term
papers, grout, PrOJeCtS. etc
All formats including APA
Quick return Transcription ser
vices available Almaden / Bran
ham area Phone 2644504
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term Papers, theses, resumes
letters. reports All formats
Steno sevice Pick up and delivery
Ion large jObs 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm at 251-6775
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original bet
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1 50$2 00 page
Macintosh law Print
Notes, pipers, letters.
flyers, resumes, etc Free editing
Dohrrnann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 283-0700

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
ODOCIODOEILIOLIODOODOOLICIOCJOODEOLICIO
ElOCKIECEICIEDOCIDECEIDEIDEDOCIDOODOCIO
EICIOCIODOOODEICIOCEJODOODOODOEIDEICIOD
IMODOEIDEIDOCIOCIEOCIDOCIECIDOCIODOECIF

START $T - 8.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing Grave chiTs Ft/Pt
Weekly pay
Securdy/Reception/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurers-e
No Experience Required
immediate Interviews
Apply Barn 5orn, Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3.112 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
(bet* San Tomas FRP / ()WOW

MODEI SEARCH 111 Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking M / f for fashion, print and
T V commercial work For Me oval.
uation Call 3748090
TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & Motor Development for ch4
Oren. 2 to 12 years Experience
POSTAL
JOBS
AVAILABLE! red car required Gymsters. Inc
Many positions Great benefits Cali (408) 9968955
805 682 7555 E xt P3310
Cl FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
campus group can earn between
150061030 In loss than 7 days
You pry absolutely nothing
Call 1400735-2077 Eat 3

FAX:

HOUSING

Name

AD RATES, minimum 3
One
Day

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Flys
Days

Address

3 linos

$5.00 $600

$6 70

$740

$800

City State

4 linos

$600 $6 70

$740

$8 10

$880

5 lines

$700 $740

$8 10

$8 80

$960

6 lines

$800 $870

$940

$10 10 $7080

Each additional line $1 DO
Each addittonal day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

59 lines $70 00 8 10 14 lines $9000
15191100$ $11000

Questions) Call (408) 924-3277
218/2 MA. luxury condo
{LI privileges Pool/spa laundry

Please check ./
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

AnnOuncernynts
Zip

Automotive
Computers

Phone

t
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk located inside Wahlquist Library North 102 Deadline Two
days beer. I:rubrication U Consecutive PubliCabOns dates only NO refunds
On cancelled ads

For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
_Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stereo
_Travel
Typing

6
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Spartans set to take on 49ers in conference opener
most vivid
Mymemories of my
father are of
playing shortstop and
looking over to see him in
the stands, cheering me
on.
If I was ever scared or
intimidated, all I had to do was
glance in his direction, and my fear
would be quashed instantaneously.
He never missed a game. It didn’t
matter what sport. Dad was at every
one of my softball and basketball
games, every one of my field hockey
and tennis matches.
I remember all the times my
mom said she would try to get away
from the office a little early, and
never quite made it.
I am convinced that I am a die
hard Chicago Cubs fan solely
because they remind me of my
father. Why else would I be?
Cub games are never far from us.
Whether they are on television or
the portable radio, Harry Caray’s
voice is always audible.
One of the first gifts 1 ever got
from my dad was a Cubs batting
helmet. I don’t think I took it off for
a week.
All the games we went to at
Wrigley Field seem so clear. 1 can
still hear him telling me how he
used to climb up the street poles on
Sheffield Avenue because he
couldn’t afford to go to the games.

Long Beach State
seeking to replace
George Allen with
Willie Brown
By Pete Borello
Daily sLuli wntrr
The Spartan football team is
preparing to face the 49ers this
Saturday night.
Don’t panic, it’s not the 49ers of
San Francisco, but of Long Beach
State.
Like the professional 49ers, the
college 49ers have already lost two
ball games this season. The only difference is that Long Beach State has
yet to win one.
The 49ers have been blown out in
both of their games this year.
The Niners fell 49-13 to San
Diego State in their season opener,
then lost 48-14 to Boise State last
weekend.
"We have yet to put a game
together," Long Beach State head
coach Willie Brown said.
Brown, a member of the NFL
Hall of Fame who played with the
Oakland Raiders, is in his first season as the team’s head coach. He is
attempting to fill the huge shoes of
coaching great George Allen, who
died in the offseason.
Thus far, Brown’s squad has
committed eight turnovers and has
been outscored by a combined total
of 70 points in its first two outings.
Despite the team’s poor performance, Coach Brown says that "the
football program is solid."
Long Beach State’s most solid

Sporting events have
always been the link
we share. They drew
us together and kept us
together, even when we
were apart.
There’s nothing that matched the
feeling of listening to my dad talk
about sports. His word was sacred.
Fishing every morning was no
exception. 1 used to sneak into his
room at about 4:30 a.m. and jump
on his bed excitedly, explaining to
him that it was time to leave for our
daily fishing excursion.
He never once turned me down
or acted disappointed at the
proposition.
Now that I’m much older, I really
don’t know how I’d react to my
child waking me at 4:30 a.m. every
day to go fish. To be honest, I don’t
know if they would live through the
morning.
Whenever I got discouraged,
whether it be because I missed a
ground ball or just felt bewildered
about life, dad would recall some
sport adage to ease my pain. It’s
funny, but most of the time it
worked.
Things like, "even Babe Ruth
struck out," or "the pros have bad
days too, it’s part of life."
My favorite was, "All you can do
is put it behind you. You need to
move onto the next play. If not, you
might as well quit right now."
I really do have a point. The
thing that’s been bothering me
lately, is that my dad turned 70
recently. This scares me. I don’t
know what I’ll do if there’s nobody
around to tell me messing up is OK
because big-time sports stars do it
too.
Even though I never lived with
him and rarely got to spend much
time with him, there’s something
about feeling scared and lonely, and
looking over to the bleachers and
knowing without a doubt that
someone will be there for you,
rooting you on.

New Mexico
tries not to lose
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) _ New
Mexico, trying to snap a nine-game
losing streak, plays at home for the
first time this season when it meets
UNLV here Saturday night.
The Lobos are 0-3 after early
season road losses at Texas-El Paso,
Texas Christian and Hawaii. UNLV
is 1-1, with a win over Oregon State
last week and a loss to Nevada Reno in its season opener.
New Mexico’s problems have
been multiple thus far, with the most
obvious being its inability to stop
opposing offenses and a run and
shoot offense with plenty of bugs.
While quarterback Jeremy Leach
continues to climb the NCAA passing ladder, the New Mexico rushing
game has virtually disappeared.
Through three games, the Lobos are
averaging just over 33 yards per
game on the ground.
Leach, who took over from
Marcus Good be early in a 60-7 loss
to TO.) two weeks ago, completed
30 of 52 passes against Hawaii last
week. But it wasn’t enough to prevent New Mexico from suffering a
35-13 defeat.

performer in 1991 has been wide.
Out Mark Seay, who Brown calls
"one of the top receivers in football."
Scay, a senior, has nine catches
for 129 yards and three touchdowns
this season.
Saturday night’s Big West
Conference opener will be Long
Beach State’s first home game and
the Spartans’ third straight road contest of the season.
But no matter the location, both
teams are looking to improve on
their 0-2 starts.
"We have to win this game no
matter what," Spartan linebacker
Doug Calcagno said. "It’s vital."
And, in such a vital game, the
Spartans’ are forced to play without
All -Big West tight end Bryce
Burnett, who was lost for the season
in last week’s game at Minnesota.
SJSU hopes to overcome
Bumett’s loss with the. hot hand of
senior quarterback Matt Veatch and
the Spartan receiving corps known
as the Young Guns.
Veatch has completed 47 of 86
passes for 773 yards in the first two
games while the Young Guns have
accounted for 676 yards on 37
catches in the same stretch.
History will he on the Spartans’
side coming into the game at Long
Beach State, as they lead the series
between the programs 16-5.
In last year’s meeting between
the two teams, &Jars offense generated 621 yards in a 46-29 victory
at Spartan Stadium.
So, while a victory over the Long
Beach State 49ers on Saturday
won’t be as big as defeating the San
Francisco 49ers, the Spartans will
take it all the same.

The (

The Spartan football team works out in
preparation for Saturday’s game against the

Barry riuurritz Daily stall phoiographcr
Long Beach 49ers. The Spartan’s have beaten
the 49ers 16 times against four losses.

*WHEREHOUSE

TOP 100 SALE!

It’s one of the biggest musk events of the year!
Choose from 100 of the hottest hits...1 week only!
$11?.? $799

(Virgin)
PAULA ABDUL - Spellbound
(GRP)
ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY- Back On The Case
ANOTHER BAD CREATION Coolun At The Playground .(Maiown)
(Island)
ANTHRAX - Attack Of The Killer B’s
(Epic)
BAD ENGLISH - Backlash
BELL BIV DEVOE - WBBD-Boot City
(MCA)
(Columbia)
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE II - The Globe
(Mercury)
BILLY FALCON - Pretty Blue World
BLACK CROWES - Shake Your Moneymaker
Met Amer..)
(Columbia)
MICHAEL BOLTON- Time love & Tenderness
(Motown)
BOYZ II MEN - Cooleyhighharmony
(Owest)
BOYZ IN THE HOOD - Soundtrack
BRAND NEW HEAVIES - Brand New Heavies (Delicious Vinyl)
(Columbia)
PEABO BRYSON - Can You Stop The Rain
C & C MUSIC FACTORY- Gonna Make You Sweat (Columbia)
(Columbia)
CHRIS WHITLEY - Living With The Law
ALICE COOPER - Hey Stoopid
(Epic)
CHICK COREA ELECTRIK BAND- Beneath The Mask (GRP)
(Warner Bros.)
COLOR ME BADD - Color Me Badd
NATALIE COLE - Unforgettable
(Elektra) CD S13.99 CA 510.99
THE COMMITMENTS - Soundtrack
(MCA)
CATHY DENNIS - Move To This
(Polydor)
DIRE STRAITS - On Every Str
(Warner Bros.)
DJ JAZZY JEFF & THE FRESH PRINCE - Hoinebase Dieri
(Profile)
DJ QUIK - Ouik Is The Name
DOVES - Affinity
(Elektra)
WILL DOWNING- Dream Fulfilled
(Island)
DRIVIN & CRYIN - Fly Me Courageous
(Island)
CANDY DULFER - Sexuality
(Arista)
EMF - Schubert Dip
(EMI)(rEi
EUROPE - Prisoners In Paradise
EURYTHMICS -Greatest Hits
))
(A
EXTREME - Pornograffitti
(ALCM)
BILLY FALCON- Pretty Blue World
(Mercury)
LISA FISCHER - So Intense
(Elektra)
FIREHOUSE - Firehouse
(Epic)
ERIC GALES - Resurrection
(Elektra)
(Rapalot)
GETO BOYS - We Can’t Be Stopped
AMY GRANT - Heart In Motion
(ABM)
(GRP)
DAVE GRUSIN - Gershwin Collection
GUNS N ROSES - Use Your Illusion I
(Geffen)
GUNS N ROSES - Use Your Illusion II
(Geffen)
GYPSY KINGS - Este Mundo
(Elektra)
HEAVY D & THE BOYZ Peaceful Journey
(Uptown)
HIGHLIGHTS- PHANTOM OF THE OPERARUSS IRWIN - Russ Irwin
(SBK)

Cassette

Disc

1

MI

L. E
JOAN JETT - Notorious
(Epic)
JESUS JONES - Doubt
(SK)
KLF - White Room
(Arista)
LENNY KRAVITZ - Mama Said
(Virgin)
FRANKIE KNUCKLES - Beyond The Mix
(Virgin)
L.A. GUNS- Hollywood Vampires
(Polydot)
LATIN ALLIANCE - Latin Alliance
(Virgin)
LEADERS OF THE NEW SCHOOL, Future Without AP,,,
(11,o/
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS - Hard At Play
((MI)
LISA LISA & THE CULT JAM StrapAt Nita lid, A.A.
I ,N.A.
KENNY LOGGINS- Leap Of Faith
(Columbia)
MANHATTAN TRANSFER- Offbeat Of Avenues ((olumbia)
MARIAN CAREY - Emotions
(Columbia)

MARTIKA - Martika’s Kitchen
(Columbia)
ZIGGY MARLEY - Jahmekya
(Virgin)
MC SKAT KAT - Adventures Of MC Skat Kat
(Virgin)
METALLICA - Metallica
(Elektra)
EDDIE MONEY- Right Here
(Columbia)
AARON NEVILLE - Warm Your Heart
(ABM)
NEW JACK CITY - Soundtrack
(Giant)
NWA - Niggaz 4 Life
(Priority)
OAKTOVIM 3-5-1- Fully Loaded
(Capitol)
OZZY OSBOURNE - No More Tears
(Epic)
PC QUEST- PC Quest
(Headliner)
TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS ......G......o... ..,
PSYCHEDELIC FURS- World Outside
(Columbia)
(EMI)
OUEENSRYCHE - Empire
BONNIE RAITT - Luck Of The Draw
(Capitol)
BONNIE RAITT - Nick Of Time
(Capitol)
REM- Out Of Time
(Warner Oros.)
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS A, u1 ,4, 61 or,. Ires 1(040019 99 (115 99
RIPPING TONS - Curves Ahead
(GRP)
ROBIN HOOD: PRINCE OF THIEVES 511.11
1/Atrepol yell
DIANA ROSS- Force Behind The Power
(Motown)
ROXETTE - Joyride
((MI)
RTZ - Return To Zero
(Giant)
RUSH - Roll The Bones
(Atlantic)
DAVE SAMUELS - Natural Selection
(GRP)
DAVID SANBORN - Another Hand
(Elektra)
RICHIE SAIABORA - Stranger In This Town
(Mercury)
SCHOOL OF FISH- School Of Fish
(Capitol)
SCORPIONS - Crazy World
(Mercury)
TOM SCOTT- Keep This Love Alive
(GRP)
SEAL - Seal
(Warner Bros.)
SKID ROW- Slave To The Grind
(Atlantic)
ROD STEWART - Vagabond Heart
(Warner Bros.)
TESLA - Psychotic Supper
(Geffen)
THE TAMI SHOW - Wanderlust
(RCA)
TRANS VISION VAMP - little Magnets vs. The Bubble o (m(A)
KIK TRACEY - No Rules
(RCA)
(Virgin)
U840 - Labour Of Love II
VAN HALEN - For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge...(Warner Bros.)
RICKY VAN SHELTON - Backroads
(Columbia)
WARRANT - Cherry Pie
(Columbia)
WHITE TRASH - White Trash
(Elektra)
KARYN WHITE - Ritual Of Love
(Warner Bros.)
BEBE & CECE WINANS - Different Lifestyles
(Capitol)
WILSON PHILLIPS- Wilson Phillips
(SBK)
VANESSA WILLIAMS- Save The Best For Last..(Mercury)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
If you’re not happy with anything you buy at The Wherehouse, bring it back within 10 days with the register
receipt and product pockoging and well give you an exchange or credit

VIDEO RENTALS
ARE JUST

S1 50
A DAY

EVERY DAY
AT AIL RENTAL
LOCATIONS!
Kids And Musk Rentals Are
51.00, Adult Titles Are
Slightly Higher

211Vr

* CAPITOLA
CUPERTINO
* FREMONT
FREMONT
* LOS GATOS
* MENLO PARK
* MILPITAS

1820 41st Ave
21000 Stevens (reek Blvd
4075 Mown’, Ave
5171 Mowry Ave
15466 Los Gatos Blvd
700 El (amino Real
543 E (alaveros Blvd

MORGAN HILL
755 Vineyord Town (enter
* MOUNTAIN VIEW
1939 Fl (amino Real
* SAN JOSE
1087 Meridian Ave
SAN JOSE
7007 (amden Ave
* SAN JOSE
1331 Blossom Htll Ave
* SAN JOSE
1/05 E (apitol hay
* SAN JOSE
3121 Stevens (reek Blvd

Open 365 days in most locations. Video rental in most stores Sole ends Thursday. September 26th

SAN JOSE
125 E San (orlon
* SARATOGA
18578 Prospect Blvd.
* SUNNYVALE
563 1 [((amino Real
1060 E El (amino
SUNNYVALE
BASS TICKET LOCATIONS MARKED WITH *
Paul Simon
Shot dine Amphitheatre September 79th
#23113

As a stude
establish cred
unlike most o
made it easy 1
You don’t
co-sign. All yc
your current s
I.D.
And once
Citibank cardr
use your Citib.
million establi
anytime at ov

CITIBAP

The easiest credit a student can get.

cfrut - Moly staff photographer

Spartan’s have beaten
1st four losses.

Teller Machines (ATMs) worldwide.
As a student, you probably want to
why,
What’s more, Citibank offers 24-hour
That’s
future.
for
the
establish credit
customer service, 7 days a week. So you
unlike most other banks, Citibank has
can always reach us whenever you need us.
made it easy to apply for a Visa or MasterCard.
While other banks give you the runYou don’t even need your parents to
around, Citibank believes you should spend
co-sign. All you need is a photocopy of
your time reading
your current validated student
Catch 22. Not living it.
I.D.
And once you become a
Citibank cardmember, you can iqJd’wnwiueututAw
use your Citibank card at over 8.3
CL ASSIC
ti.tj,t L$O!, a345
million establishments and get cash
112/91
Opi 0/91
anytime at over 64,000 Automated
i23 itSb

crrifYstrssi,

CITIBANO)

11

Ti ,11)i)ly

at.AtiVA
ii/01 CO
ArgPo(OA

1-800-395-2484

CITIBANCO

r!
Disclosure Box

(cat Kat

(Columbia)
(Virgin)
(Virgin)
(Elektra)
(Columbia)
(A&M)
(Giant)
(Priority)
(Capitol)
(Epic)
(Headliner)

BUSINESL
REPLY
MAI
r6’

a 7.

(Columbia)
(EMI)
(Capitol)
(Capitol)
(Warner Bros.)
arm

1,FPWD ‘34 99(A 55 99

(GRP)
(Motown)
((MI)
(Giant)
(Atlantic)
(GRP)
((lektra)
lawn
(Mercury)
(Capitol)
(Mercury)
(GRP)
(Warner Bros.)
(Atlantic)
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NO CATCH.
Its easy to apply to, a LItibank V,sa Ul MasterCard
To find out how, lust turn the page 10.

Or Call 1-800-395-2484 to apply now.

Select One Citibank Classic

MasterCard. or
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